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Website created#02

#04 AirDrop and presale distributed

#05 First 2 APPs launched

#06 BscScan Social Update

Contract created & source code verified#03

#01 Social Media created
Shiba Meta Space



 Smart contract created
 Website launch
 Telegram, Twitter, Github etc.
 Shiba Meta Space is born .

Shiba Meta Space APP 1 launched 
Shiba Meta Space APP 2 launched
Marketing push 
Influencers marketing push

 Presale
 Airdrop
 Token distribution
 Burn Tokens

 Pancakeswap listing
 Liquidity locked
 Trading start
 First 1000 holders

Shiba Meta Space Road Map
W H A T  W E  P L A N ?
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https://shibametaspace.com/appsingle/
https://app2.shibametaspace.com/


The first APP game was developed and is on
BETA testing
You can play as singleplayer
In the future we will implement collecting
tokens from the game directly to your wallet
Fell free to test our first app

Shiba Meta Space - STAR GAME

Shiba Meta Space APP 1 



Shiba Meta Space

The second APP game was
developed and is online
multiplayer game
You can play with a friend and
win/lose real tokens from your
wallet.
We will upgrade this app to get
possiblity to play through
Smart Contract
Fell free to test our first app

Shiba Meta Space -
PONG GAME

APP 2 



Shiba Meta Space is the next decentralized cryptocurrency multiplayer builder
game, where anyone can play & get tokens, and meet new friends.
Shiba Meta Space is a massively multiplayer online role-playing (RPG) and turn-
based strategy NFT Game that gives you the real value of enjoyment and excitement
in gaming and the real value provided through the blockchain platform.!
We think our strengths are our transparency & our work to push this project as high
as possible. 
All our APPs launched are public on GitHub and anyone can verify the source code.
We plan to launch the V2 of the first 2 APPs and in the future APP3 and APP4 will
come !
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Total Supply:      100.000.000
Symbol:               SHIBMS
Decimals:            9
Contract:             Binance Smart Chain (BEP-20)
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NFT
NFT
NFT

Shiba Meta Space

    The price of each Shiba Meta
Space NFT card will be fixed in BNB
and we will setup when will be
launched. 
Shiba Meta Space NFT brings to you
an opportunity to collect the
$SHIBMS token and then use it
later to mint your unique Shiba
Meta Space NFTs which is a
collection of 5,000 Shibas



 This is the first ever meme infused
with a NFT utility. 
Instead of just hyping the same Shiba,
you can now have your very own
unique looking Shiba Meta Space dogs
as an original NFT which can be bred
and later traded on open
marketplaces. 
You will be able to mint your own
Shiba Meta Space NFT on our platform
using our $SHIBMS token.
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Token distribution

Token distribution

Presale&Airdrop: [ 50% ]
 
Dev: [ 4% ]

 Marketing: [ 5% ]

 Liquidity: [ 50% ]
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Traits and speciesTraits and species

Now the Shiba Team must defend their planet and
the scientific advances they have developed over
the centuries. Each Shiba will be given a random

set of high-tech clothing and defense items in
which they will defend their planet. The luckiest

ones will get unique combinations of suits that will
give Shiba a 100% advantage over the invaders.

 
We have a total of 150+ different variants of

equipment and backgrounds in this collection so
each shiba is a sight to see!
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Every shiba in the game's metaverse
will be able to:

- Capture planets and farm tokens
- Buy and upgrade Shiba Meta Space to explore the shiba metaverse
- Upgrade your Shiba Meta Space using equipment
- Fight other Shiba Meta Space in Cyber Competitions
- Take part in tournaments and receive a rewards in tokens

Shiba Meta Space



Shiba Meta Space AvatarShiba Meta Space AvatarShiba Meta Space Avatar
Your access pass to Shiba Metaverse

 
Only 5,000 will ever be created!
Every Shiba will be a part of Shiba Team Metaverse Play2Earn Game.
Every Shiba Team holder will have an exclusive early access to all community
activities.
For every Shiba Team you hold you will receive a guaranteed allocation in the seed
round of our TOKEN!
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